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USM Haller  Table
Plus / Advanced



Technology is integrated 

intelligently into the next 

generation table: the cable 

tray makes use of the 

space between the table 

top and table frames. 

Adaptation points ensure 

that accessories will not

detract from the functiona-

lity and unique appearance 

of the USM Haller table. 

This ensures that this classic 

looks even purer despite 

– or rather because of – its 

multiple integrated functions.

ELECTRIFICATION
An advantage of the table is the easily inte-
grated electrification, readily accessible at 
any time.

The ‘Advanced’ model table top can easily 
be disengaged, simply by lifting and sliding 
it 40 cm forward – allowing easy access 
to the large cable tray, where you can orga-
nize all your power strips, adapters, power 
cords, USB and network cables, trans-
formers, chargers, etc.

The sliding mechanism of the table surface 
works without disruption to the plugged 
in accessories.

An additional grommet hatch can also be 
built into the table. 

EXPANSION
The next generation table allows for easy 
expansion with practical accessories, 
which means it can be personalized accor-
ding to individual requirements.

Two adaptation points are inserted into 
the table surface, easily allowing up to 
four accessories to be plugged in: flat screen 
support or flat screen support bar, screen 
panels, adapters for table lamps or USB 
connections. 

Cable inlets guide all electrical connections 
away from the table surface to the cable 
tray (‘Advanced’ model) or to the cable tray 
underneath the tabletop.



MODELS
Dimensions
1500 × 750 mm
1500 × 1000 mm
1750 × 750 mm
1750 × 1000 mm
2000 × 750 mm
2000 × 1000 mm
3000 × 750 mm*
3000 × 1000 mm*

Surfaces
Pearl gray laminate
Dark gray laminate
Beige table linoleum
Red table linoleum
Black table linoleum
Natural beech veneer
Natural oak veneer
Black oak veneer
Natural birch veneer
Natural pear veneer
Natural cherry veneer
Natural walnut veneer

* Only available for USM 
 Haller table with adaptation  
 points.

USM Haller Table Plus
The USM Haller table with removable adap-
tation points combines functionality with 
cost-efficiency. For a clean cable solution, 
the adaptation points can be taken out, 
the cable placed into the inlet, and then the 
adaptation points can be simply re-inserted 
back into the table top. The grommet hatch in 
the table surface is available upon request. 
The table is available with mechanical height 
adjustment or as fixed height.

USM Haller Table Advanced
The ‘Advanced’ model featuring a sliding 
table top combines comfort with pure 
design. The table top can be slid forward 
to allow access to the cable tray with storage 
space and attachment options for wiring.
The accessories connected to the adaptation 
points – as well as any items on the table – 
do not have to be removed. The grommet 
hatch in the table surface is available upon 
request. The table is available with mecha-
nical height adjustment or as fixed height.

ERGONOMICS
Using a patented height adjustment 
mechanism, the tables can be adjusted to 
user needs, making it ideal for desk sharing.

The adaptation points and the sliding 
table top facilitate wiring, and new equipment 
can be connected quickly and easily. The 
arduous task of installing cables under the 
table is a thing of the past.
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1  Flat screen support
Screens are mounted onto the bracket 
(VESA standard), which can be con-
nected directly to one of the adaptation 
points. Swivel-type with a spherical  
joint for the screen.

Options:

1a Mounting at different heights is possible 
for screens weighing up to 8 kg. 

1b  Continuously height-adjustable for 
screens weighing up to 12 kg. 

2  Flat screen support bar
The bracket is connected to the adap-
tation points and the screens are attached 
using an attachment panel (VESA stan-
dard). Screens can be mounted at  
different heights and can be adjusted  
with ball joints. 

3  USB Adapter
Adapter can be installed in the adap-
tation point and cable can be connected.

4  Lamp peg
The peg can be installed in the adap-
tation point to hold a lamp in place.

5  CPU holder
Computers in various sizes can be 
mounted using a simple holding device 
under the table. 

6  Power strip
Can be configured individually for data 
and power supply according to country-
specific requirements. Available with  
a 4 m cable or a switch. Magnetically 
attached into the cable duct. 

7  Link chain
Takes up electrical cables and guides 
them from the table to the outlet.

8.  Pivoting pen holder
Provides room for writing instruments 
and can be discreetly stowed under  
the table top.

9  Table privacy panels
Can be attached to the long side to 
ensure individuality and privacy for people 
working at tables configured as a block 
station.

10  Front and side panels 
Can be fitted on the front end and  
to the side under the table.
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